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Hello, I’m Chloé, and I offer a unique, rich profile with a sound experience.

I am from France and have been an expatriate for 2 years and a half in Montreal, where I have 
acquired a reliable experience in translation and in the video games industry, a career for which 
my natural aptitudes for languages, grammar and spelling helped a lot. My background in arts is 
the sign of a unique sensibility and creativity which reflects in my work’s quality and subtleness.
Versatile, creative and in constant search of new fields to learn, I am also a communicative 
person who loves nothing more than teamwork and constructive exchanges.

As for my individual work, I have often been praised for my attention to details, my dedication 
and my reactivity.

My goal is to work in Canada again, to keep developing in a cosmopolitan environment, 
give my best and work hard to provide the best results.
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SPECIALIZATION FIELDS :

Video games industry
Experience with Jira databases and 

similar work tools. 
Expertise in localization, test and 

compliance on all Sony and Nintendo 
platforms. Knowledge of video games 
industry terminologies and vocabulary.

Literary transposition
Translation of literary, rhetorical or 

lyrical text, stylistic devices, rhymes, 
metric, alexandrines, various slangs 

and registers, etc. 

Subtitles
Conferences, fast delivery speeches.

Contenus internet & publicitaires
Slogans, advertisment, 

website content, 
legal and administrative text.
French translations adapted 

for either or both 
Quebec and Mainland France.

LANGUAGES :

French                                           excellent
English                                          excellent
Spanish                                                good
German                                      rudiments

EXPERIENCE : 

Localization Testing Team Lead                                
2014  - 6 months - Laboratoires Bug-Tracker inc.
Team and resources management, planning, reports and client communication.
Replacement project manager and testing process analyst.

Translator & Proofreader
2013-14 - 1 year - Monde Média
Translation, localization and cultural adaptation of multimedia products, internet content and 
administrative text.
Strategy video games, gamer vocabulary, riddle games with metric and rhymes, educational 
games, job offers, advertising website content, etc.

French Localization Tester                                                                                         
2012-14 - 2 years - Laboratoires Bug-Tracker inc.
Video games localization compliance and quality insurance.
Expertise on platforms PS3, PS4, PSP, 3DS, Xbox360, XboxOne, Wii, WiiU, PC, iOS and Android 
devices, as well as related terminologies and compliance documents.
Functionality, internet and social networks quality insurance.

Subtitler & translator (volunteer)                                                                       
2013 - temporary project for ReveEvolution
Subtitling and subtitles translation of a conference in agronomics.

Proofreader (volunteer)                                                                        
2011-14 - multiple projects for Japanimlive.fr
Proofreading and revision of literature and cinema critiques, and cultural articles.

Flash Animator
2012 - France Télévision 

3D & After-Effects 2D Animator and Artist
2012 - 3 months - Pomf & Thud

Co-director of the movie ‘Cinq Point Hein ?’
2011 - 4 months - La Semaine du Son

Author & Director of the movie ‘Eleanor’ 
2010-11 - 9 months - Gobelins, l’école de l’image

Animation Artist (internship) 
2010 - 5 weeks - Hyperfiction

Co-director of the movie ‘Chaman’ 
2009-10 - 7 months - Gobelins, l’école de l’image

  QUALIFICATIONS :

2005 - Baccalauréat général littéraire 
(French High School Leaving Certificate)
Specialization in Literature and Arts
Obtained with distinction
Highest note in Literature and over 80% in English.

2008 - Diplôme des Métiers d’Arts en Cinéma d’Animation 3D 
(Licence degree equivalent in 3D animation)
École Supérieure Estienne - Paris, France

2011 - Character Animation and Animated Film Making Diploma
(Master degree equivalent)
Gobelins, l’école de l’image - Paris, France


